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RPI Consultants to Exhibit at 2018 APP2P Spring 
Conference & Expo   

RPI Consultants will attend and exhibit at the 2018 APP2P Spring Conference and 
Expo May 20-22, 2018, in Orlando, Florida, in booth 109.  

Baltimore, Maryland // Tuesday, May 15, 2018 // https://www.rpic.com/ – RPI Consultants (RPI) 
announced today that it will be an exhibitor at the 2018 Accounts Payable (AP) & Procure-to-Pay 
(P2P) Conference, May 20 – 22, 2018 in Orlando, Florida. The APP2P conference is the largest, most 
comprehensive event dedicated to financial operations, bringing together AP and P2P professionals 
from across the country to learn from and network with peers and financial experts.  

While this will be RPI’s first time exhibiting at the APP2P conference, RPI Senior Account Executive 
Jim Fall says that RPI has been leading and supporting financial process automation projects for AP 
and P2P business processes since 1999. “Accounting and finance departments are constantly being 
asked to simultaneously reduce costs and improve service,” Fall explains, “and financial process 
automation solutions can achieve both, with a relatively quick return on investment.”  

The conference offers attendees a number of reasons to attend, including continuing education 
opportunities, certifications, customized schedules and tracks, educational presentations, and 
networking with peers and industry leaders. In addition to RPI Consultants, APP2P exhibitors include 
large and well-known companies such as Capital One, Wells Fargo, and SAP.  

“The AP & P2P Conference & Expo is the most comprehensive event for financial operations 
professionals,” says Fall, “and we look forward to sharing RPI’s range of financial process automation 
solutions.” RPI Consultants has strategic partnerships with ERP vendor Infor Lawson, and content 
management and intelligent data capture providers Perceptive Content (ImageNow), Kofax, and 
Hyland. “With our portfolio of product and service offerings, we can help organizations with projects 
as small as upgrades or as large as integrating ERP and ECM for true financial process automation.  

RPI Consultants will be exhibiting from booth 109 and Jim Fall will be available to meet throughout 
the conference. For more information, or to pre-schedule a meeting with Jim, attendees are 
encouraged to email jfall@rpic.com, or call ( 0577-734) 604 .  

About RPI Consultants 

RPI Consultants is a privately held professional services and software consulting firm with extensive 
experience supporting ERP and ECM products and solutions, including Infor Lawson, Perceptive 
Content (ImageNow), Kofax, and OnBase. RPI Consultants is based out of Baltimore, MD, with other 
offices in Kansas City, MO, Tampa, FL, and Scottsdale, AZ. For more information, visit www.rpic.com.  

Contact RPI Consultants  

Jim Fall, RPI Senior Account Executive  
jfall@rpic.com // ( 0577-734) 604   

RPI Consultants, 101 North Haven Suite 201, Baltimore, MD 21224 


